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Judiciary Goes o Students Wednesday, Feb. 24
Ralph J. Bunche,
Lecture Series
Speaker Feb. 24

Referendum,
New Plan Are
Printed Here

Dr. Ralph R. Bunche, Nobel Peace
The student judiciary amendment will go to the students in a
Prize Winner, will speak at the Unispecial election next Wednesday,
versity Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m.
Feb. 24. Voting will be in the
in the Women's Gym.
lobby
of the Memorial Union
Dr. Bunche appears as another
from 8 to 5. Students must have
guest lecturer in the University-Comtheir I.D. cards to vote.
munity series made possible through
The referendum on which the student body is to vote reads: "Do you
a gift to the University.
favor the proposed amendment to the
Internationally Famous
General Student Senate Constitution
Internationally famous for his serfor the establishment of a student
vices both to the United States govjudiciary which shall be set up at once
in the manner described in the amendernment and to many other nations
ment and which will start operation
of the world, Dr. Bunche's first work
this school year?"
as done in England, North and
This wording, according to Fred
West Africa. In 1931-32 he had anBreslin, chairman of the Elections
Committee, makes it possible for the
other fellowship in Europe, South and
University's first judiciary, if the
East Africa, Malaya and the Netheramendment is approved, both to be
land Indies. Later he was senior soset up and to be put into operation
cial science analyst in charge of rethis year. Breslin added that he hoped
Vying for the positions of Winter Carnival Kim!and Queen are, left to right, front, Shirley all students would bring their I.D.
search on Africa and other colonial
cards when they came to vote.
Palmer,
Frances Roderick. and Joanne Roberts. Back row, left to right, Jim Horsfall, Hiram
areas, British Empire section.
Senate President Gorham Hussey,
Bronson, Abbott Mosher, and Bruce Munn. Joyce Hobbs is a fourth candidate for Queen. StuAfter several years of teaching he
advocate of the proposed amendan
dents went to the polls today to decide the ruling royalty. Winners will be crowned tomorrow
entered government service in 1941 as
ment, said:
night at the Carnival Ball.
Photo by Meinecke
"The judiciary offers a startling
deputy chief of the Near East-Africa
advance
in the running of student
section, Office of Strategic Services,
affairs by students. The fact that this
and was named chief of that section
election only puts the judiciary in for
in 1943. Next he was associated with
a two-year test period should insure
the Department of State. This was
every student's vote."
followed by many appointments in
Students opposed to the judiciary,
that department. Dr. Bunche also
as stated in a letter in the Jan. 28
served on U. S. government commisCampus and on the Senate floor, have
sions. He was assistant secretary
said that judiciary members should be
Dorothy
Warenskjold,
star
of
opof the Dumbarton Oaks conference,
elected popularly, that the judiciary
adviser to the U. S. delegation, era. concert, radio and television, is
won't have enough power, that girls
the
to
be
artist
at
the
concert
next
at
U.N.C.I.O., at San Francisco, deleand men should not be equally repregate to the 28th International Labor the University March 2.
sented, that the judiciary will have too
Born in Piedmont, California, Miss
Conference in Paris in 1945, a deleBY BEVERLY FOWLIE
much power over the students, and
gate to the General Assembly of Warenskjold has become in a few
that students are not capable of the
The secret of the mystery posters seen around campus was responsibility the judiciary would deUnited Nations in London, in 1946, years one of the brightest new stars
and many other important delegations. of the American musical world. As a exposed this week when students learned that the three "F's" stood mand.
child she studied piano and several for Frosty Fables Frolics, the theme for the annual Winter Carnival. The Campus, at the request of the
U. N. Mediator
other
musical instruments.
According to Alice Rinehart, carnival chairman, a fun-packed Senate's judiciary committee and as a
principal
as
secretary
work
His
of
public service, is again publishing the
When she entered Mills College, program has been planned for
the United Nations, Palestine Cornthe three-day week end.
complete text of the proposed amendshe started preparing for a law career.
(Continued on Page Two)
One of the most impressive events of the carnival will be the ment. The main difference between
However, by her junior year she was
crowning
of the king and queen which will take place at the Carnival this copy and the ore in the Jan. 21
singing the leading roles in all the
Campus is the new Section VIII.
campus musical productions and grad- Ball on Friday evening.
The text of the proposei amendually began to realize that she should Candidates For King And Queen
sing, rather than plead law cases.
The candidates for queen are Joyce Hobbs. Shirley Palmer, ment follows:
(Continued on Page Su,
In radio she has starred frequently Frances Roderick and Joanne Roberts. King candidates are Hiram
in the Railroad Hour, the Telephone Bronson, Abbott Mosher, Bruce Munn, and James Horsfall.
StuHour, and the Firestone program. dent voting was held today.
Cut Rule To Be In Effect;
With the advent of television she was
Scheduled for Friday afternoon are the intramural and varsity
Carnival Library Hours
quickly engaged for many appear- ski events starting at 1:30
at the ski slope across the river from the
ances. first with lames Melton's "Har- Steam Plant.
Beginning at 6:45 "Cinderella." the annual ice show,
rhe 24-hour cut rule v.ill he
vest of Stars," and later for some
will be presented at the skating rink at the Maine Outing Club cabin. in effect for IA inter Ciirithal thi%
weeks had her own show while Melton
From 8 to 8:45 p.m. there will be a concert by the University's uerk end, beginning Thur.da,
was on vacation. Later she joined
varsity
singers, a new event this year which will he held in the Main at 1:10 p.m. and ending Monday
"The Ford Festival" which made it
aftern )))))). Cla.se% end Frida•
necessuy for her to shuttle back and Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Steavie
Stevens
and
his
16-piec
e band will play at the Carnival moon and mill he re.unted at 8
forth from New York to California
Ball in the Memorial Gym from 9 to 2 a.m. The tickets for the ball a.m. M laN morning.
for many weeks.
!Arai-, hour. during the WinHer appearance at the University will cost $4 per couple. For those who cannot attend these events
ter t'arni‘al
eek End are a.
will be the third of the current Univer- the Union is sponsoring a movie, "House on 92nd Street," to he
(0110.4.:
sity Concert Series. The Helsinki shown at 7 and 9 p.m.
Frida.. Feb. 19-8 a.m. to 5
University Chorus and Whittemore
Saturday's program includes novelty ski races at 10 a.m. at the p.m.
and Lowe, duo-pianists, preceded her Women's Athletic Field, a varsity track meet at 1:30 in the
Field
Fob. 20-8 a.m. to 1
engagement here.
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche
(Continued on Pig, Three)
Parl•

Opera, Radio Star
To Present Concert
Here On March 2

Sports, Sculptures, Socials
Planned For Weekend;
Carnival Begins Tomorrow

Orono, Maine. l'ellirtlar%
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Bv PAUL FERRIGNO

Director of physical education and athletics, basketball coach,
instructor and athlete are all synonymous with the name Dr. Rome
Rankin. The mild-mannered head basketball coach who manage
the physical education department is perhaps one of our most active
faculty members.
Aside from his various activities, his team is winning by two points or
Dr. Rankin, better known around behind by twenty, he never loses his
campus as "Doc," is a well-liked and poise.
popular person both to students and to "Couldn't Hit"
faculty members. His secret seems to
A few weeks ago after losing a
be in his modest but pleasingly hum- ball game that would have lifted the
orous manner.
Maine Bears into serious contention
He always has a word for the other for the state crown, Dr. Rankin
fellow, as was shown a few weeks merely smiled and spoke quietly:
ago when Keith Mahaney, backbone "We just couldn't hit."
Early in the season when the
of his Maine five, decided to enter
the Army. When asked of his reaction Mainites were having their troubles.
toward this, "Doc" quietly replied, the patience and fortitude stressed by
"The basketball season lasts a few the Maine coach was remarkable.
months but the boy's life will go on After losing six of his first seven contests, he was asked to comment on
for many years yet."
On the basketball court, whether the squad, and replied, "Gee! These

Four students have been chosen to
represent the University of Maine at
the annual M.I.T. debate tournament
to be held in Boston Feb. 19 and 20.
The proposition under debate will
be—"Resolved: That the United
States should adopt a policy of free
trade." Charles Grant and Carl
Brooks will debate on the affirmative
side of the question while Cora Coggins and Barbara Knox will take the
negative side.
The tournament will feature optional cross-questioning. Teams will
have a choice between traditional
Oregon style debating (two main
speeches and two rebuttals for each
team) and the cross-questioning type
debate (a question period substituted
for one of the rebuttals on each side).
A squat mild-mannered man from Ohio.
Other colleges represented at the
tournament will be: American Interfrom
the
break
free
Attempting
to
of
fight."
a
lot
kids have
national, Amherst, Bates, Boston UniThe most remarkable characteristic bonds of coaching, Dr. Rankin came versity, University of Connecticut,
of
the
art
of the men on his under-average to Maine, but his love for
Dartmouth, Eastern Nazarene, Emerdirecting teams forced him to take
squad this season has been their a position as backfield coach. Finally, son, Fordham, Georgetown, Gordon,
amazing confidence and willingness to the basketball magnet drew him back Harvard, Holy Cross, Merrimack,
Navy, University of New Hampshire,
scrap for all they're worth.
into the game. Dr. Rankin, com- New York University, Northeastern,
Fourth Year
menting on his return to the game, Pennsylvania, Princeton, St. Peters,
Dr. Rankin is now in his fourth said, "I guess it's that I've always Smith, Suffold, Tufts, Vermont, Wesyear as head basketball coach at enjoyed contacts with the boys."
leyan, Worcester Polytech Institute,
Maine. The popular mentor came
In his earlier years, Dr. Rankin was and Williams.
here in the fall of 1946 primarily a two-sport athlete at Waynesburg
"to get away from coaching" at East- College in western Pennsylvania,
Dr. Rankin has coached such naern Kentucky State College, in Rich- playing end on the football squad and
mond, Ky., and to take over here as guard on the school basketball quintet. tionally known professional basketball
director of physical education and
From the Pennsylvania institute, players as Arnie Risen, star of The
athletics.
the modest Bear mentor went back to Rochester Royals, Fred Lewis, rookie
He spent eleven successful years his home state, Ohio, where he taught of the year in the NBA in the 1946-47
coaching football and basketball at and coached for ten years. While season. Goble Ritter, former jump
the Kentucky institute which has ap- working in Ohio high schools, Dr. shot artist of the New York Knicks,
proximately one-third the enrollment Rankin received his Ph.D at the Uni- and Bill Miller of the now defunct
Chicago Stags.
of Maine. In his final two years at versity of Kentucky in 1948.
It is with pardonable pride that we
the Kentucky college, Rankin's foot- "Likes It Better"
point
to "Doc" Rankin as one of our
ball and basketball teams won conferThe former midwesterner, who
ence titles. The Kentucky Intercol- now makes his residence in Orono and outstanding faculty members. Withlegiate Conference, now called the "likes it better," is proud of the ac- out a doubt it will be the quiet humor,
patience and downright cheerfulness
Ohio Valley Conference, included complishments of the many students of the squat man from Ohio, who
such rabid basketball schools as West- and ball players with whom he has made his mark in Maine, that will
ern Kentucky and Murray State.
been associated.
always be remembered by everyone.
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY

CAMPUS WHEEL ASKS:

"How's your underwear mileage?"
"I do a lot of rolling around," says Axle J. Inner-

tube, a big wheel on the campus, "and let me tell
you, it's a lot more comfortable going over curbs
when you're wearing Jockey brand Underwear.That's
not just my opinion, either...I'm spokes—man for
plenty of other wheels, too!"

yes,mile?men choose Jockey comfort!
You don't have to be a B.M.O.C. to appreciate the solid comfort of Jockey brand
Underwear. Tailored-to-fit Jockey gives
you anug-fitting,easy-sitting relaxation...
because...

Plowly-doveioped heat resistant rubber in
waistband outlasts other leading brands.

Jockey Shorts

Unique Jockey front opening never gaps.
Jockey Contoured ShIrts

"Jockom
gives you full comfort!
Made

only by

BANGOR
Feb. 20,21,22,23
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
"THE LONG LONG
TRAILER"
in Technicolor
Lucille Ball, Desi Arnez,
Marjorie Main, Keenan Wynn
Feb. 24,25,26
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
"THE STRANGER WORE
A GUN"
in Technicolor
Randolph Scott, Claire Trevor

BANGOR

Nobelti strip robber in leg openings eliminates sag or bind around the legs.

all underwear gives you coverage but

BIJOU

PARK

13 separate contoured pieces are carefully
crafted into one smooth-fitting garment.

Keno‘bo, W,,rort"

1911

Debaters To Enter
MIT Tournament

Looking 'Em Over: Profile
'Doc' Ran kin's Modest Manner
Is Key To Mentor's Popularity

18,

Feb. 19-20, Fri., Sat.
"BLOOD ON THE MOON"
Robert Mitchum, Barbara
Bel Geddes
plus
"BUCK PRIVATES"
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello
with the Andrews Sisters
Feb. 21, 22,23
Sun., Mon., Tues.
"CAPTIVE CAMP 27
Michael Redgrave. Mervyn
Johns, Jane Barrett
plus
"BACK TO GOD'S
COUNTRY"
in Technicolor
Rock Hudson, Marcia
Henderson
Feb. 24, 25, Wed., Thurs.
"A YANK IN THE R.A.F."
Tyrone Power, Betty Grable
plus
"SIAVES OF BABYLON"
I.inda Christian, Richard Conte

5T/N D
ORONO
Thurs., Feb. 18
Vincent Price, Phyllis Kirk
In Warner Color
"THE HOUSE OF WAX"
(Natural Vision)
6:30-8:30
Fri. 8t Sat., Feb. 19-20
Double Feature
Elroy Birch, Lloyd Nolan
"CRAZY LEGS"
All American
2:30-6:30-9:29
Also
John Derek, Wanda Hendri
"SEA OF LOST SHIPS"
3:57--8:04
Sun., Mon., Feb. 21-22
Ginger Rogers, William Holden
Paul Douglas
"FOREVER FEMALE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30

Tues., Wed., Feb. 23-24
William Holden, David Nevin,
"THE MOON IS BLUE"
(Back again by request
6:30-8:30
Thurs., Feb.23
Red Skelton, Jean Hap, )
"HALF A HERO"
6:30-8:26

Dr. Bunche To Talk
(Continued from Page One)
mission, in 1948 and as U. N. mediator on Palestine brought him international fame. This together with his
other work resulted in his recognition
as a Nobel Prize winner. In 1949 he
received the Spingarn medal given by
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. He is
a trustee of Oberlin College.
President Arthur A. Hauck of the
University will preside at the lecture
which is to be given in the Women's
Gymnasium at 8 p.m. It is one of the
University-Community series made
possible through a gift to the University. The lecture is open to the public.
When in Bangor stop at

The Pilot's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.

"We Cater to Parties
qnd Banquets"

Opera House
Starting Friday, Feb. 19
for 5 Days
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
"MONEY FROM HOME"
in Technicolor and
3-Dintens.
Storting Wed., Feb. 24
for 4 Days

Brought Back by Popular
Demand
Joy .. Magic .. Enchantment
Walt Disney's
Wonderful Adventures of
"PINOCCHIO"
in Technicolor
(Continuous Daily from
1:30)
Coming Soon
"Knights of the Round
Table"
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Assembly, Banquet, Movies, Panels, TV Winter Sports,Sculptures, Socials
Set For Maine's Brotherhood Week On Program For This Week End
(Continued frotn Page One)

Dr. J. Oscar Lee, executive director
of the Department of Racial and Cultural Relations, will be the speaker at
an assembly Wednesday, Feb. 24, in
the Memorial Gym.
Dr. Lee entered the field of race relations while still attending college.
He has been with the National Council since 1946 and took over the
executive directorship of the Race Relations Department in 1947.
He has served as assistant chaplain
at Hampton Institute, assistant professor of religion at Virginia Union University, professor of Christian education and director of field work of
the Theological Seminary at Howard
University's School of Religion, and
secretary of the Connecticut Council
of Churches.
Received Th.D.
Dr. Lee received his baccalaureate
from Lincoln University, and after
receiving his master's degree from
Columbia University, he became the
first Negro to receive a Th.D. from
the Union Theological Seminary in
Richmond, Virginia. In 1935 he was
ordained in the Baptist Church.

Primarily interested in helping to
remove prejudice from churches and
church-related institutions, the National Council helped bring about today's Race Relations Sunday which
was initiated among churches in 1923.
The Race Relations Department serves
as an information bureau on all phases
of social problems. It disseminates to
individuals, church and non-church
groups over 250,000 pieces of literature annually.
"We're interested in having human
beings accepted in churches regardless
of race, color or creed," says Dr. Lee.
Brotherhood Week
Dr. Lee's appearance on campus is
part of the Brotherhood Week program. The observance of the week
begins Sunday, Feb. 21, with a dinner
in Estabrooke Hall.
Rev. Fredrick W. Whittaker, president of the Bangor Theological Seminary, will be the speaker at the banquet. All campus organizations have
been asked to send two delegates to
the dinner. Tickets for students are
$1.00 and faculty tickets are $1.50.
On Monday, Feb. 22, the movie

M.L. French & Son

1

196 Exchange St.
Bangor
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR

House, varsity basketball with the freshman game starting at 6:15
and the varsity game at 8:15. A Ski Tog Dance will be held in the
Memorial Union from 10 to 12 p.m.
The judging of the snow sculptures will take place Saturday
morning. The sculptures are to be built around a nursery rhyme
theme and no "props" are to be used. The judges for the contest
are President Arthur A. Hauck, Professor Vincent A. Hartgen,
Miss Elizabeth Kelso, and the winter carnival King and Queen.
Sunday afternoon at 1:30 there will be an ice hockey game
and at 4 p.m. a jam session will be featured in the Main Lounge of
the Union.
A 35!' ticket will admit carnival-goers to the use of the ski
tow at the slope, to all the athletic events except the varsity competition which requires a student athletic pass, the ice review, the
varsity singers, the Ski Tog Dance, and the jam session.

The Jackie Robinson Story" will be
shown in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union at 1:30, 3:30 and
7 p.m.
A television program will be shown
over WABI at 3:15 p.m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 23. Students participating in the
program are Elizabeth Kononen, Jessie Sargent, Mark Lieberman, Richard Myer, John Eurtha, and Dana
Baggett. Prof. T. Russell Woolley
w ill act as panel moderator.
Tuesday evening a film, "Brotherhood of Mankind," will be shown in
the Bangor Room of the Union. It
will be followed by a panel discussion, led by Joan Williams, Carol
Loud. Connie Lewis, Robert Farnsworth. Stanley Clish, and Richard Alper. Faculty moderator will be Prof.
Robert B. Thompson.
officers include Murray Leavitt, Vice
Kappa Sigma Elects
A radio program over WORO will
Chancellor; Al Saperstein, Scribe; Neend the program. The program, a
On Monday, Feb. 8, Kappa Sigma ville Bittar, Bursar; Clayton Sinclair,
Thornton Wilder play, will be broad- fraternity elected a new slate of house House Manager; Wendal Holman,
officers. They are: president, Ernie Steward; Nelson Newcombe, Historicast at 9:30 p.m.
Smart: vice president, "Doc" Gingras; an; and Lester Shapiro, Chaplain.
treasurer. Dave Petherbridge; secSelective Service Exam
retary, Del Boutin; social chairman,
Sigma Nu Officers
Applications for Selective Ser- !Jim Griffin: and rushing chairman,
Dennis McCarthy.
New officers of Sigma Nu, elected
vice College Qualification Tests
Monday, include: Eminent Comlast
in 1954 are now available at
mander, Richard Bailey; Lieutenant
I
TEP
Elects
Slate
Dean John E. Stewart's office in
Commander, Allan Shaw; Recorder,
the library-.
Richard Alper has been elected Ronald Devine; Treasurer, William
All eligible students should file I Chancellor of Tau Epsilon Phi. Other Foss; and Steward, Kenneth Damon.
their applications for the April
•
22 test ittttnediately.
Results of the examination will
be reported to the student's Selective Service local board of
Sponsored by Mrs. Maine Club
jurisdiction for use in considering his deferment as a student.

Fraternities Elect New Officers

Maine Cub Well-Baby Clinic

Students Back Arrow Shorts
in Big Swing to Comfort

Views may be news. Tell us about
yours.
•

Check Below—
Shots
Whooping cough
Diphtheria
Tetanus

"OLD HOME
BREAD"

Talk
One)

. N. mediaim interna:r with his
recognition
In 1949 he
al given by
or the Ad)pie. He is
e.
tuck of the
the lecture
le Women's
. one of the
ties made
the Univer, the public.

The purpose of the Maine Cub Well-Baby Clink
is to immunize your children against disease. All
children of students of University of Maine are
eligible to the age of 5 years.

Booster
Vaccination
Physical

Super Enriched
for
Better Health

Dr. Fellows—Pediatrician
Mail to
MARDEN,
R.N.
NANCY
South Apts. 21-C
Orono. Me.

NISSEN'S
BAKERY
PRODUCTS

You will be informed by return mail as to
your appointment date

••

op at
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Students report that in "taking a stand on comfort", they enthusiastically endorse Arrow Shorts.
Arrows are designed for ease with such features
as no binding center seams. Wide range of fabrics,
styles and colors now at all Arrow dealers.

y Lewis
3111E"
rid

AT

TRADE 1; MARK

SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTSWTAR

'pular

ottment

res of

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

from

\

ARROW

b. 19

i.21

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ARE

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

FREESE'S
STRETCH YOUR ALLOWANCE BY SHOPPING
DURING THE SALE! STORE OPEN UNTIL
9 ON FRIDAY ....6 ON SATURDAY
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Editorials

Campus Columnist, Editorials Get Reader Criticism

Now's The Chance

o the Editor:
On your staff you have a prehistoric
journalist who, after emphasizing his
ignorance of art, proceeded to ridicule the recent exhibit of mobiles in
the Union Building.

heard one
Since first coming to the University, we have
other.
any
complaint more frequently than
the adminisIt bemoans the great amount of power held by
themcontrol
to
tration and the helplessness of the student body
selves because of it.
problem can be
Well, the time has come when that old
considerably lessened.
goes a long way
The proposed student judiciary system
themselves.
govern
to
toward recognizing the ability of students
may take
system
the
While it could be argued that technically
students
give
does
definitely
no power from the administration, it
things.
of
more important roles in the scheme
have only the power of
It is true that the judiciary would
similar sysrecommendation. However, other colleges where
of their
ons
recommendati
tems are in effect testify that the
boards are almost invariably accepted.
board has been
The process for selecting members for the
most qualified
the
getting
insure
made as selective as possible to
persons for the positions.
the hands of the
By putting the members' selection in
from the level of
raised
Senate, the filling of the board has been
many general
so
characterize
the poster drawing contests that
campus elections.
the opinion of
Yet, if a member should prove unfit in
by the Senate on
enough students, he may be voted out of office
members.
recommendation of three of the eight board
the board goes
This control power of the students over
even further.
period the system
If at any time during the two year trial
with by a threeshould prove undesirable it may be done away
of the students.
fourths vote of the Senate and a majority vote
while still
In the same way, the system can be changed
not work out an
in effect. If certain phases of the plan do
amendment to its charter can be made.
student
And again, after the trial period of two years, the
of revote
a
for
students
judiciary will again be put before the
newal.
during
One of the reasons for the two years of trial is that
change.
will
this time about half of the University's population
viewpoints.
objective
more
and
ideas
fresh
This will bring in
be
The election is next week. The student judiciary can
on
students
the
of
voices
developed into one of the strongest
campus. At least give it its two years to try.

y
VITLE MAN ON CAMPI35
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He's th' most sought-after "Rushee" on campus—It's rumored he can
cut hair and may even have a barber license.

Kneeland Prey

Questions On
Court Answered

Lately people have been asking me
about the proposed student judiciary.
This week I would like to answer
have
One thing that the arguments on the student judiciary
of the tougher questions on it.
some
brought back into prominence is the tremendous lack of con- But first, let me state: I am in favor
of the plan. I worked on it for two
fidence University students have in themselves.
years. I think it will benefit Maine
board
its
The major complaint about the system is that
students.
members might be incapable.
Now for the question and answer
It is felt that out of some 3,000 students here, there are not game.
Question—Just what good will a
even eight who would make good judiciary members.
judiciary do? The Deans are
student
cominferiority
This feeling has been described as a mass
doing a good job.
plex. The description is a good one.
Answer—If courts appointed by a
but
University,
can do a good job, why have
king
the
of
corner
every
in
The complex dwells
courts? If your parents
democratic
stuand
government
student
to
relation
it is most noticeable in
judge you justly, why try to take
dent run organizations.
responsibility for your own actiow
and those of others of your generaIt is not based on fact.
The University has its share of good men and women well tion?
If you can answer my questions
qualified to lead, a number far larger than the eight necessary you can answer your own.
to fill at judiciary board.
Q. What about this two-year trial
An examination of the situation will show this is true. The period? Do we have to keep the
judiciary for the full two years?
sooner this is recognized, the better off we will all be.
A. No, the judiciary can be dropped
anytime by a 4/4 vote of the Senate
and a majority of the students voting
in a campus election. Its set-up can
be amended anytime the same way.
The two-year trial is to give the
body a chance to see how the
student
University
the
of
by
students
year
Published Thursdays during the college
per semester. Local ad•erti.ina rate-7.5, per judiciary works, and to automatically
of 'Haile. Subscription rate-41.00
4 Fernald Hall. 1 elephone Extensiost
column inch. Editorial and business offices
Press. Represenied for rutional advertising bring it up for a second vote before
242. ',Mut. Associated Collegiate
Representsithe. 420 Madison the student body.
Publisher's
College
Inc..
service
%thertising
Natismal
by
Ave., New York 17. N. V. Entered as second Class 'Hatter at the Post Oilier,
Q. Will the judiciary have much
Orono, me.
power?
Ralph Clark
A. Yes, on paper, just as much as
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
any
other college judiciary. In every
Butler
Willard
BUSINESS MANAGER
college I know of, the administration
Rigo,
Joseph
Editor;
City
Devine,
DEPARTMENT EDITORS—Ronald
has the final word. If the judiciary
Editorial Page Editor; Maurice Hickey, Sports Editor; Hilda Sterling, does a good job the recommendations
l'hoSociety Editor; Asher Kneeland, Makeup Editor; Wayne Johnson.
will come to be decisions IN PRACtography Editor.
If not, the Judiciary can be reTICE.
REPORTERS—Anthony Shannon, Reginald Bowden, Claire Lynch, moved by the students.
David
Shimp,
Richard
Pierce,
John
Marjorie
Mealey,
Paul Ferrigno,
Q. What if a student doesn't want
Dexter, Donald Woodman, Jane Barker, Martha Bousfield, Charlotte
to appear before the judiciary?
Gelinas, John Littlefield; John O'Neil, Cartoonist.
A. He doesn't have to. He can say
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Richard Clark, Advertising Manager; Rob- so to the Dean and the student chairAdverJames
Dufour,
Brown,
Dale
Manager;
Circulation
Artesani,
ert
man who compose the screening board
tising Assistants.
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BY ASHER KNEELAND

Student Complex

Undoubtedly the author of this
needless tirade does not have the capacity to appreciate the meaning of
anything outside his textbooks. In
spite of his refusal to be open-minded
about this exhibit many students were
fascinated w ith it. They were willing

for his sex. The judiciary won't have
anything more to do with him.
Q. (by male student) How come
equal representation of men and
women?
A. It was thought that a half and
half board would give the individual
in each case, whether male or female,
a fair break, which seemed to be more
important than sex quotas.
Q. Doesn't WSGA's authority protect women from any joint board?
A. It does not! The WSGA covers
only dormitory regulations that are
for women students only—staying out
late, etc. Regulations, dormitory or
otherwise, that are for both sexes have
never been under WSGA. These
would be under the Student judiciary.

to interpret for their own pleasure the
unique display.
Your newspaper columnist used up
12 column inches of the students'
newspaper space and merely said in
seventeen paragraphs that he was
ignorant. It is doubtful that any other
students read his gems of boorishness:
if they did, they were more than likely
nauseated. Please, dear editor, do not
allow the nonsensical scribblings of
cultural frustration and intellectual
void to continue unrestricted. Perhaps
"Kneeland Prey" could become a
nationally syndicated obituary column.
A. ARTHUR BENNETT
P. S. If you allow your staff
member to answer this letter in the
same issue of the Campus in which
you print this you are not being fair
with student opinion.
To the editor:
Before this burning subject of final
examinations cools off, I think perhaps that it might be appropriate to
question and to examine more carefully one of your recent statements
concerning the circulation of finals
among students prior to an exam.
Following each final examination
period there always seems to be loose
talk among the student body that
certain finals were "out" and accessible to a select "few." Much of this
kind of talk, however, is merely hearsay and cannot be documented.
Since there is a University StudentFaculty Committee on the Conduct
of Examinations, why not bring this
problem out into the open and turn
over to this committee some concrete
evidence on this wholesale circulation of certain finals so that action
may be taken to curb this practice?
Is the student body aware of the fact
that such a committee as this exists?
DAVID W. TRAFFORD
Chairman, Committee on
Conduct of Examinations

Opinionettes
Question: Are you in favor of the
Student Judiciary Board?
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Take It Or Leave It

Weather, Ranks
And Living Costs

Oroni

RE!
•• NS,
Judy Leighton, '54-1t would be
very good if they get a good sampling
of students on the board, and they
aren't the same year after year.

BY RON DEVINE
The weather being what it has these
past couple weeks, we should all take
heed of safety, especially in driving.
Brings to mind a friend who salvaged an old bank safe at a junk yard.
He put four wheels and an engine in
it. He's the only safe driver I know of.
• • •
Well, now that most of our point
averages have been tallied it becomes obvious that no amount of
mathematics and figuring in the world
can make a 2.99 point average appear
on the Dean's List. Most of us should
ever get so close.
* • •
Heard a fellow say the other day
that his main complaint about the
cafeteria was that he didn't get enough
to eat. That doesn't sound right to
me. Everyone else I have talked to
about it says they're fed up.
• • •
With the semester bills all paid off,
there isn't too much left over for one
of the most important items; social.
And, as the monkey said when he
poured water on the cash register,
"This is going to run into money."

ST

•H
•

ST
In

•14
•
John Erihn, '55—Probably it is
a good thing. It will give the students
the feel of justice.
Wish I could be like a buddy of mine
who has a budget he keeps to pretty
strictly. He has his 'expenses all
figured out—right down to the last
dimcy.
• • •
And thcn there was the student
who, on a field trip to an optical factory, fell into a lens grinding machine
and made a spectacle of himself.
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Ray Storey, above, tells a group of interested movie-makers the details on the forthcoming
Masque movie, -Cat Black." Filming of the movie starts this Saturday in the Little Theatre.
Photo by Johnson

Masque Sets Staff,
Actors For Movie
Pat Keenan. Norm Andrews and
Beth Bz..dker have been chosen to play
the three leading characters in the
Masque's movie, "Cat Black," based
on an Edgar Allen Poe story.
The three were chosen at a Maine
Masque meeting held last week. Filming of the movie starts this Saturday
in the Little Theatre.
All the 30 people who will work on
the film in the production end will
appear in the movie. Ray Storey is
the producer.
Other workers are Woody Eitel,
camera man; Roger Frey and Pete
Baker. lighting: and Dick Shaleck
and Roger Bowman, props. Diana
Hardwick is script girl. Wayne Johnson and Charles Snell will be still
photographers.
Mose of the workers on the movie
are now working on the sets for
-Comedy of Errors," the Masque's
next pla}

Sidney D. Kirkpatrick, editorial
director of McGraw-Hill Publications
and past president of the American
institute of Chemical Engineers, was
the speaker at the Maine student
chapter of the society Feb. 10.
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4 p m
in lobby)
Monday, Feb. 22
Davis Room
Chi Omega
7-8 p.m.
Dance Club
4 p.m.
Bangor Room
Brotherhood Movie
Tuesday, Feb. 23
Davis Room
8-10 p.m.
Pack and Pine
Totman Room
1VCF
6:45-7:45 p.m.
Lown Room
General Student Senate 7 p.m.
Bumps Room
8 p.m.
Mrs. Maine Club
Wednesday, Feb. 24
Bangor Room
Movie
3 and 7 p.m.
FFA Room
Alpha Zeta
6:45-9 p.m.
Men's Lounge
Chess-checkers Tourna7 p.m.
ment
Got a pet crusade? Air it in the
Campus letter column.

•

Chemical Engineers Meet

ibly it is
e students

Thur.,day, Feb. 18
Davis Room
7-9 p.m.
Debating Council
Lown Room
3-8 p.m.
Newman Club
FFA #110 Room
7-9 p.m.
Twaggie Club
Bumps Room
7-9 p.m.
Newman Club
1912 Room
Freshman Club
7-9 p.m.
Women's Lounge
Bridge Tournament
7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 19
Bangor Room
Movies
7 and 9 p.m.
Main Lounge
Concert by varsity singers
Saturday, Feb. 20
Bangor Room
7 and 9 p.m.
Movies
Main Lounge
Ski Tog Dance (movies
during intermission at 9)
Sunday, Feb. 21
Main Lounge
Jam Session (refreshments

STANDS OUT
in play

Technical
Sales
A major in glibness and a minor in
solid information—those were the
mythical requirements for a salesman in the old days. But they really
never sufficed for a man selling the
products of chemical technology.
Today,the diverse applications of
Du Pont's 1200 products and product lines create a need for trained
sales personnel representing many
different technical backgrounds.
These men must deal intelligently
with problems in chemistry and engineering applied to such fields as
plastics,ceramics,textiles,and many
others.
Du Pont technical men are assigned to various types of technical
sales activity. In some spots they are
equipped to handle all phases of sell-

ing. In others they deal mainly with
customer problems. Also,certain departments maintain sales development sections, where technical problems connected with the introduction
of a new product, or a new application for an established product, are
worked out.
For example, a technical man in
one of Du Pont's sales groups was
recently called upon to help a customer make a better and less expensive hose for car radiators. Involved
were problems in compounding,such
as choice and amount of neoprene,
inert fillers, softeners, accelerators,
and antioxidants. Correct processing
methods also had to be worked out,
including optimum time and temperature of milling and extruding.
The successful completion of this

project naturally gave a good deal
of satisfaction to the customer as
well as Du Pont.
In another case a customer wanted
to reduce carbon contamination of
arc welding rod stock. A Du Pont
technical service man suggested
changes in cleaning procedures that
lowered contamination by 90 per
cent. The new process also reduced
metal loss during heat treatment—a
benefit that more than offset the cost
ofthe additional cleaning operations.
Technical men interested in sales
work usually start in a laboratory or
manufacturing plant where they can
acquire needed background.Depending on their interest and abilities,
they may then move into technical
sales service, sales development, or
direct sales.
In any of these fields, the man
with the right combination of sales
aptitude and technical knowledge
will find interesting work,and exceptional opportunitiesfor growth in the
Du Pont Company.

W. A. Hawkins (left), B.S.NI.E.. Carnegie
Tech., demonstrates extrusion of "Teflon"
tetrafluoroethylene resin for a customer.

• Harder Smashes
• Better Cu? and Spin
ASK FOR "Chemical Enginieors at
DuPont."This new illustrated booklet
describes initialassignments,training,
and paths of promotion. Just send a
poet card to E.I. du Pont de Nemours
&Co.(Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building,
Wilmington, Delaware. Also available: "Du Pont Company and the
College Graduate" and "Mechanical
Engineers at Du Pont."

STANDS UP
in your racket
• Moisture Immune
•Lasting Liveliness

COSTS LESS
than gut
APPROX. STRINGING COST:
Pro-Fscted Braid . $6.00
$5.00
Multi-Ply Braid
At tennis shops and
sporting goods stores.
ASHAWAY BRAIDED RACKET STRING
Choice of The Champions

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
James A. Plowman, B.S. in Ch.E., North Carolina State (left), discusses study of optimum
settings and conditions for carding nylon staple with Prof. J. F. Bogdan of North Carolina
State's Research Division.

Watch "Cavalcade of America" on Television
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Complete Text Of Proposed Student Judiciary Amendment; Story On Pagel
(Continued from Page One)
Section I: Name
The name of this organization shall
be the Student Judiciary Board.
Section H: Purpose
The purpose shall be:
1. To encourage among the students
the feeling of responsibility for maintaining the standards of individual behavior expected of students of the
University of Maine.
2. To have the students participate
in the handling of individual violators
of these standards of acceptable conduct.
Section III: Membership
Members:
The Student Judiciary Board shall
consist of 8 members, 4 men and 4
women, of whom 3 shall be seniors,
3 shall be juniors, and 2 shall be sophomores. There shall be a minimum
of one member of each sex from each
class. The division of junior and senior men and women shall be deter-

mined by the General Student Senate. the General Student Senate on the re- consist of the following academic
quest of 3 board members; or he may year, a board member may be reMethod of Election:
The General Student Senate shall resign by written statement to the elected.
Executive Committee of the General
elect the members of the Student Ju- Student Senate.
Section IV: Officers
diciary Board in the following man- Replacement of Board Member:
During the Spring semester followner: The Nominations Committee
ing its election, the new Board shall
Replacement
of
board
members
shall select candidates, giving full
elect a chairman of one sex and a
reasons for their nominations. The shall be made immediately as provid- vice-chairman of the other sex from
ed
in
the
second paragraph of Sec- the three members who will be senGeneral Student Senate at a regular
meeting shall then discuss the list of tion III. A replacement shall be of iors for the active part of their term.
candidates, with any further nomi- the same sex and class as the member They shall serve the following year.
nations made from the floor of the to be replaced.
The chairman and vice-chairman
Senate. After this meeting, the Nom- Time of Election:
shall be responsible for calling meetinations Committee shall check on the
The members of the Student Judici- ings, liaison with the Deans of Men
new nominees and report their find- ary Board shall be nominated by the and Women, and presiding, dependings at the next regular meeting of General Student Senate at the ragular ing on the case, at meetings. They,
the Senate, at which time there shall meeting of the Senate in the latter each with their respective Dean, shall
be no further nominations, but discus- part of April, and shall be elected at also act as screening boards to decide
sion and election. Reports of Nomi- the next regular meeting of the Sen- which cases deserve the attention of
nations Committee on each nominee ate.
the entire board. The chairman shall
should indicate nominee's willingness
The new board members shall serve call and lead organizational meetings
to serve on Board if elected.
in an observing capacity only, without of the new Board in the Spring to
Removal of Board Member:
floor privileges, during the remainder study duties and elect officers.
A board member may be removed of the Spring semester of their elecA secretary shall be elected for each
by 34 vote of the total membership of tion. A board member's term shall year by the Board, to keep a perrna-

nent, nameless, confidential record of
all cases.
In case of a vacancy the Board
shall fill the office from its members
insuring always that the active chairman and vice-chairman be seniors of
opposite sex.
Section V: Powers
The Board shall hear cases referred
to it involving violations of University
rules by individuals, and other standards of individual behavior expected
of all University students. This shall
not be meant to infringe on the jurisdiction of the Women's Student Government Association. Cases may be
referred to the Board by students.
faculty, or administration. In the
process of understanding the case, the
Board may investigate, hold hearings,
and consult witnesses, either on its
own initiative, or as suggested by
students concerned.
The Dean of Men and Dean of
Women shall have the privilege of
attending all hearings of the Board
until such time as the Board starts to
formulate its final recommendation.
All students whose cases are considered for action shall have the right
to appear before the Board.
After reaching a decision the Board
shall convey it as a written recommendation for action to the Dean or
Deans concerned.
In all cases where hearings have
been held, the recommendation of
the Board and the final administrative
action shall be made known, at the
same time, to the student or students
under consideration.
Section VI: Meetings
The Student Judiciary Board shall
hold regular meetings once a month.
Special meetings shall be called as
cases arise.
Section VII: Voting
All members of the Board who
are present shall vote. Whenever
there are no more than two dissentions, a quorum being present, the
recommendation of the Student Judiciary Board shall he referred to the
Deans of Men and Women.
A board member may abstain from
hearing a case with the permission of
five other members, or may be requested to abstain by the same number, such action having been taken at
a meeting of the Board.
Section VIII
This Article, upon approval by a
majority of the students voting in a
general election, shall be put into
operation for two years from the date
of approval. At the end of which time
it shall be resubmitted to the student
body for final approval or rejection.
Section IX: Amendment
This Article can be amended in the
same manner as any other Article of
this Constitution, but any change
must be approved by the Committee
on Administration before being pressented to the student body for a referendum.

.1

Bridge Players Set
•
N THE still of thc night—high above a sleeping American

I

city—an unidentified aircraft is spotted. In a matter of
seconds a lightning-like jet interceptor takes to the air.
Unerringly, with an Aircraft Observer showing the way, the
Air Force F-94 Night Fighter speeds to intercept the
stranger. The Aircraft Obsener is the man behind the pilot
—the officer who keeps America's planes fling on course
and on target. Without him the Air Force couldn't do itsjob.

He's a Bombardment Officer.., in full control of the plane
over the target arca ... the Air Force Officer who "lowers
the boom" on the enemy.

The Maine entries in the National
Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament will
play their 16 set hands tonight starting at 6:45 in the Main Lounge at the
Union. So far there are 18 players
signed up for the tournament.

What the Aircraft Observer gets
He earns over $5,000 a year. His silver Aircraft Observer
wings give him prestige and distinction, and he wears the
bars of an Air Force Lieutenant. They mark him as the
eyes, ears, and brains of America's Number Oneflying team.

Member Federal Reserve Bank

What is the Aircraft Observer?
What it takes to bo an Aircraft Observer
He's a Radar Officering an all seeing eye that
penetrates where hum., • 1.,.!,1
He's an Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer.
... knowing everything there is to know about his plane ... keeping
it fit for the skies and ready for action.
He's a Navigation Officer... plotting his plane's course
... with an cntirc crew depending on him for a safe flight.

The Aircraft Observer must be sound of limb, keen of mind,
and above all, must have the determination to be the best.
To qualify as an Aircraft Observer you must be single,
between 19 and 26/
1
2 years old, and a high school graduate.
However, it will be better for you and the Air Force if you
stay in college and graduate before you apply. Then you,
too, can be one of the best. .. as an Aircraft Observer.

•• • • • • • ••••••••••• OOOOOOOO •••• ••• • OCC000•00•0••••••••• S.

Wi-lERE TO CLT filORE DETAILS:
Contact your =crest Av;at:on Ccdel Selection Team,
Air Forco ROTC Unit or Air Force Recruiting Officer.
Cr write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Viodlington 25, D. C.

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
W,t1, tv•Ive offices In
Eastern Maine
mbar Fe3eral Deposit Insurance Corp.

18,1934
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Beaii qacts'Ski, Track, Hoop Teams Here Saturday
BY

Moe

HICKEY

Curtismen Meet
Bowdoin, Colby
This Week End

Bears Entertain
Second-Rated
Red men Feb. 20

There was a good sports program
held here last week end, and there's
one even better in store this week. No
less than four major colleges and
one teachers' college will make their
appearance on campus this Friday
and Saturday. So let's all get into
the Winter Carnival spirit sportswise
By PAUL FLIIRIC,NO
The University of Maine's vartoo and attend these athletic functions
sity ski team, which won the State
With the basketball season rapin a good representative number. The idly drawing
Intercollegiate championship at
to a close, the Unispirit is never lacking among UniColby last week end, will take
versity of Maine hoop quintet will
ersity of Maine students who do aton those same two colleges, Bowface their last tough week of the
tend these contests, but there still is
doin and Colby, in an informal
year,
playing
three
games
within
room for improvement in the way of
meet to add to the sports program
five days.
larger attendance.
of Winter Carnival here.
On Saturday, the Black Bears will
Ski followers get their one and
Coach Ted Curtis, faculty manager
meet the University of Massachusetts
only chance to see Coach Ted
of athletics, announced that the meet
at Orono. The sophomore laden RedCurtis's splendid varsity ski team,
will be held if snow conditions are
men are currently occupying second
t,hich heaped additional athletic place in
the same or better as they were earlier
The Yankee Conference.
prestige to the University, by After a slow start, in
this week.
which they lost
inning the State Intercollegiate six of seven games, the Baystaters
Only Home Meet
Ski championship last week found themselves and won five of the
This will be the only opportunity
against a strong Bowtloin team next six encounters, and are now the
University of Maine students will be
and a veteran Colby club. Snow only serious contender to first place
able to watch this year's talented team.
conditions here will not permit Connecticut.
Curtis said he forfeited invitations to
compete in either McGill Winter Cara full scale meet, but the cross
Next Monday the always tough
nival or Middlebury Winter Carnival
country and jumping events will Rhode Island Rams invade Memorial
against top-flight competition so fans
be a treat to watch. The Bears Gym. Although not up to past years'
could get a glimpse at the Bear team,
have one of the top notch cross standards. Rhody nevertheless still is
which has gained recognition as
country men in New England in a name respected in Orono. Seriously
among the best in the Eastern part
We,. Scrone„ while Bob Irish, handicaped this year by the graduaHere is Maine's ace rehounder, John Dana, pulling
of the United States.
who won the ski meister trophy tion of Bill Baird and Fred Congleton,
away from a Colby defender and ready to drive into the basket
Curtis pointed out that it will not
for the third consecutive year in the Rhode Islanders have had their
be
a full scale meet due to snow condriving
Maine
layup.
a
the
lost
for
series
game
to
Mules
the
troubles
season
this
and are currently
the state meet, and Bowdoin's
ditions with only cross country, jumplast week.
versatile Dick Marshall will prob- in third place in the Yankee Confering, and a giant slalom to be held.
ably continue their battle for in- ence.
The cross country events will take
Wednesday
On
evening,
Mainites
the
dividual honors in the jumping
place starting at 11 a.m. Friday folwill travel to Lewiston hoping to make
events.
lcvved in the afternoon by the jumpit
three
a
row
in
a
over
Bates
weak
Saturday. Boston University's cining, which is scheduled to get underdermen. described as a typical big quintet. The Rankinmen earlier in
way at 2 o'clock.
the year defeated the Bobcats 75-71
time track team by varsity coach
Saturday the teams will go to Bald
Lewiston
at
and
by
led
Keith
Ma"Chet" Jenkins, come here seeking
Mountain where the giant slalom will
haney's
brilliant
record
breaking
39
revenge for a 63-54 upset handed to
After gaining their first victory of the season against New be held in the afternoon starting at
them last year by the Bears. The point effort massacred them 92-68 at Hampshire last week, 73 1-3 to 51 2-3, Coach Chester "Chet" 2 o'clock.
Terriers, who learned their lesson Orono.
Both teams will be playing without Jenkins' varsity cindermen will attempt to make it two in a row Irish Ski Meister
the hard way. are taking no chances
Last Saturday behind the 390.75
this year. and are bringing all of their the services of their stars, Ted Schro- against a talent studded Boston University track combine here at point effort of
spectacular Bob Irish,
der
of
Bates
and
Mahaney
of
Saturday
1:30
house
Maine,
at
the
Winter
in
this
field
a
Carnival
feature.
team ith the exception of two men.
the Black Bears swept to the State
who clashed in the first contest. The
depending
lot
on
a
is
Bill
Johnson,
a
Bears
regisBlack
the
year
Last
,tit interesting sidelight on the
two stalwarts have traded their basket- terel a 63-54 upset over the Terriers strapping 6' 4" 235 pound sophomore title over defending champion Bowmeet is the fact that Maine's hard
ball uniforms in for Uncle Sam's out- despite the absence of Bill Calkin, who took first place in both the dis- doin and host Colby. The team scores
tr., jog "Coke" Ilaskell and
were Maine, 560.96, Bowdoin. 546.47,
fits since then.
Maine's top point man. Jenkins said cus and the hammer against New and Colby. 430.68.
ILL
Johnii, Kelly might face
During the past week, the Bears
that B.U., with the exception of two Hampshire. Johnson's 10 points
cach other ill the 1000 yard run. have lost one player
Irish, who along with Wes Scrone
while picking up men, will be at full strength Satur- against the Wildcats gave the Bears
will compete in the NCAA ski chamIs ullev. a national sports figure two others. Bill Hoch.
who was exan unexpected lift over New Hamppionship at Reno, Nevada, on March
a Itt r
• • g both the NCAA pected by some to replace Mahaney day. Last year the Terriers, expectshire. and set the pace for the rest of 4. 5, 6.
victory,
almost
easy
half
sent
an
ing
7, won the ski meister trophy
and the IC-IA cross country has left school, while Joe Saunders,
the Bears, who went on to take 10 for the
third year in a row. He was
chant' •
hips last fall, was a a varsity player two years ago and of their team to compete in the
A.A.U. meet at New York. This year of 14 first places.
given a great battle for individual
relatively unknown lad %hen Jim Bradley have joined the squad.
Calkin. by far and away was the honors by Bowdoin's
only Willie Smith, an outstanding
Dick Marshall
"Coke" IIaskell sped past the
outstanding man of the afternoon, for the second straight
half-miler,
Bruce
Hescott
are
and
goyear. Irish beat
Terrier ace at the finish line two
setting two new records and tying one. the Bow doin standout by 9.14
ing to the New York meet.
points.
years ago here and set a new meet
The fleet footed junior, besides setting Bears Sweep Cross Country
Jenkins commented if Maine conrecord. The Campus that year
the mark in the low hurdles, broke the
Maine drew a big head start in the
tined to improve, the Bears could pull
termed it "the most exciting
meet record in the high hurdles (5.9) cross country on Friday by sweeping
out another victory over track-conrace of the afternoon. Kelly did
and tied the meet record in the 50 the first four places and 100 points in
scious B.U. The veteran Maine mennot compete here last year, and
the process. Bill Johnson took first
After
dropping
their first ball game tor was very pleased with the showing yard dash with the time of 5.6.
has not faced "Coke" since.
in the event, followed by Wes Scrone,
of
the
season
to
MCI,
76-66,
last
Hampshire's
Maine made against New
Another lad to watch is Bill Johnwho despite a relatively serious ailson, a minor sophomore sensation. Saturday evening, Coach Hal Wood- Wildcats last Saturday.
ment took second place. Irish and
bury's
weakened
freshman
quintet
will
The 6' 4" 235 pound Greenwich.
Kelley Standout
New candidates for the varsity Ralph Chase finished in third and
Conn.. lad is constantly improving in meet Madawaska Training school
The Terriers boast such experibaseball
team will report for fourth spots.
the discus and also the hammer. His Saturday at 6:15 here.
enced performers as Johnny Kelley.
Also figuring in bringing back the
Badly
handicapped
by
the
loss
of ICAAAA and NCAA cross country practice next Monday at the
tvo firsts against New Hampshire
title to Orono after an absence of two
ere totally unexpected and did a lot six of their first ten players, the Bear champion, who is expected to take fieldhouse. head coach Harold
years was the creditable skiing of
Cubs led the prepsters from Pittsfield
tor the morale of the team.
both the mile and two mile easily. "Tubby" Raymond requests that Johnny Knowles and Frank
Morgan.
Looking 'ent over.... Hats off to throughout the contest, but fell be- B.U. is also strong in the weights with aspirants turn in their class
Another sophomore, Biff Reed, surBill Calkin for setting a new field- fore a last period surge.
men like Baker and Bates. Baker has schedules beforehand to him in prised everyone by taking a third in
In the Madawaska game. Woodhouse record in the low hurdles
thrown the shot put 51 feet. but it is order that a batting schedule "an the jumping. Reed's best leap was
His running against the best competi- bury will probably go with Bobo not known how well he fares in the be made up for Monday.
103 feet, which was bettered only by
tion in the country in such big meets Martin and Dick Libby, one of two hammer throw and the discus.
Coach Raymond hopes for a Irish and Marshall.
Marshall set a
starters
remaining
from
last
semester's
as the Knights of Columbus and the
Jenkins anticipates the competition large turnout of infielders, out- new record for the jump with a 117
A.A.U. have paid off.... It's the same squad at the forwards, either 6' 5" will be exceptionally keen in the pole fielders, and also catchers who foot performance.
Irish's best jump
old story again.... The freshman Larry Fitzgerald. who also survived vault, but that the Bears will pick up have not already come out.
was
113
feet.
the
mid
year "shave" or Frank Smith
athletes can beat everybody but the
points in the dashes and hurdles.
teachers.... Art Quimby, Connecti- at center, and at the guards it will be
The Bears have their strong duo
Bobby
Jones
and
either Paul Buckley
cuts 6' 5" center. may be a great reof Bill Calkin, who set a new college
or
Paul
Meyer.
bounder, (he got 26 against Maine),
record of 7.4 seconds in the 65 yard
but who said he could shoot? ... With
low hurdles in the New Hampshire
eagle eyes like Worthy Patterson and
meet, and Ed Touchette who followed
It was an action packed week for Stearns, Phi Mu's brilliant sharpshootSeton Hall transfer, Jim Ahearn, the
close behind the Orono speed mer- the fraternity division which saw fif- er, tossed in 33 points
against SAE
liConns can afford to have a strictly
chant in both the low hurdles and teen games played, Phi Eta extend its to establish the season's single game
tap-in man like Quimby at center
win streak to eleven straight, Harry high for a fraternity player.
the 45 yard high hurdles.
Don Burwell, freshman high jumper,
With four straight victories under
Another lad that Jenkins will be Stearns of Phi Mu break this year's
Oddly enough on the same night
made the Maine and New Hampshire their belt Coach Chester Jenkins'
single game scoring mark and Chip Chip Moody of SAE saw
his record
varsity men blush somewhat by out freshman indoor track team, although
Moody SAE move into the Individual high of 29 against Delta
Tau surleaping them by over two inches
severely weakened by ineligibility, are took firsts in the pole vault and discus. scoring lead.
passed, but took individual scoring
Take advantage of this gala sports rated at least an even chance to make Don Burwell. who leaped 5' 101/2" in
Leader Phi Eta had a close call honors away from Alpha
Gam's Barry
week end, they don't come too often it number five against Colby's fresh- the high jump, which was better than with a tough Lambda Chi aggregation
Crafts.
during the year here.
men here during the varsity meet on the varsity or New Hampshire mark. but managed to squeeze out a 66-63
Moody drove 18 points through the
Saturday.
and also took first place in the 45 victory after trouncing Delta Tau hoop against the Phi
Mu's while
Maine has participated in State
Last Saturday the Bear Cubs dis- yard high hurdles. Another two event 69-35. Sigma Chi with a 57-34 vic- Crafts only managed
to garner 17
Series competition since 1895 except posed of Deering High School by a victor for the freshmen was Meehan. tory over TEP held on to second against
Delta Tau. The SAE. whiz
for one year during World War I and 71-46 count. Outstanding for the who copped the 600 yard run and the place with a 9-1 record.
hoisted his average to 16.7. Crafts
three sears during World War II.
yearlings were Bob Hastings, who broad jump.
Last Thursday evening Harry average remained at 16.6.

Jen kinsmen Face Talented BU;
Upset UNH For First Victory

Frosh To Face
Madawaska

Tubby' Issues Call

Freshman Thinclads
Look For Fifth Win

Within The Walls
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University Society
BY HILDA STERLING
With a new semester getting underway, many students are
looking forward to the varied activities that will take place in the
near future. Already many organizations are making plans for
these social events. To be successful these activities will need the
co-operation of the student body. Let's begin now by supporting
Alice Rinehart and her Winter Carnival Committee.

IFC-Sponsored Movie

Tryouts Held For 'Comedy Of Errors'

A tc,:hnicolor sound mo% ie "Toast
To Our Brother" will be shown on
campus Feb. 23 and 24 to help illustrate some phases of fraternity life,
Interfraternity Council President John
DeWilde has announced.
It will be shown free of charge.
Location of the showings will be announced later.

Readings for parts ii: the next
Masque play. "Comedy of Errors,"
will be held in the Little Theatre
tonight at 6:45. Tryouts were also
held Monday and Tuesday.
Backstage work has already been
started. The flats that will form the

background for the stage have already been made and are now being
painted.
Peop:e interested in working backstage for the last play of the year.
Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra," can
apply tonight during the readings.

•

HILLSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

The pledges of Delta Zeta sorority mester are: president, Mrs. Donald
entertained the pledges of the other Arnold; vice president, Mrs. Leonisororities at a party in Balentine Rec das Jonason; recording secretary,
For the week of February 15, 1954
Room last Monday evening. Refresh- Mrs. Harvey Wheeler; corresponding
is
The Union movie this week
ments were served. The hostesses secretary. Mrs. James Bleakney;
To
presented a skit, and the group en- treasurer, Mrs. Donald Curley; and "House on 92nd Street." This F.B.I.
publicity, Mrs. Asher Kneeland. thriller stars Lloyd Nolan and Signe
joyed singing and games.
New members were also chosen for Hasso. There will be showings on
Last Tuesday afternoon the Madrithe program and playground commit- both Friday and Saturday nights at
gal singers gave a concert before the
For setting a new college record in the low hurdles;
tees.
7 and 9 p.m.
Women's Club in Waterville. James
for setting a new meet record in the high hurdles;
The next meeting of the Mrs. Maine
Enjoy "The Pause that Refreshes"
Selwood, instructor in applied music,
and for tieing the meet record in the 50 yard dash.
Club
this
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
will
be
held
on
Tuesday,
Feb.
was the director.
23, at 8 o'clock in the Union. The -The Pause that Refreshes" is a proThe recipient of this award is entitled to
The members of A 0 Pi sorority
new officers will be the hostesses.
gram of semi-classical music planned
were the guests of Sigma Chi at a
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
Pinned:
for your enjoyment.
spaghetti supper last Wednesday eveABSOLUTELY FREE
As part of the Winter Carnival
ning. After supper, the group en- Jack Johnston, Kappa Sigma, to
Eldie Wiley, EMGH.
program the annual Ski-Tog Dance
joyed singing.
Engaged:
will be held in the Main Lounge of
Congratulations to the newly initiOrono 63647
18 Mill Street
Gail Lyons to Carlton MacLean, the Union on Saturday night from
ated members of Sigma Mu Sigma,
Sigma Chi.
8
to
11:30
p.m.
honorary psychology society. The
initiation was held last Wednesday
evening. Dr. Jacob Berg is faculty
advisor.
Reginald Bowden presided at the
first business meeting of the Press
Club last Thursday evening. On the
agenda was discussion of the possibil11111111111111111111111•1101111MMINIE
ity of sponsoring a high school newscigarettes,
paper week end. After the meeting
many
that hates
When you come right down to it, you
the group toured the Bangor Daily
tried so frcrn toZ- taste.
kind of aug
p',
e,
artin
rye
th
brands
News to observe the complete process
smoke for one simple reas:_sa ... enky- if you're his -noneg dough:
that better
Alt
nothing beats for rnel.
of the publication of a newspaper.
To see to save jou rtont
ment. And smoking enjoyment is ail a itere's
But Lucky Strike
tip
ca
atockies
Bulk
by the
Many students were guests of
Yes,
taste
is
what
counts
matter
of
tote.
Bug
Bernstein
President Arthur Hauck at a dinner
Charlene
v-a
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
in Estabrooke dining room Sunday
University of Ic
State
evening. Pres. Hauck introduced the
Two facts explain why Luck:es taste
officers of the General Student Senate.
better. First, L.S. M.F.T.—Luc!;:y• Strike
Gorham Hussey gave a brief intromeans fine tobacco... licht, mild, goodductory speech, and Janice Griswold
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckics are acoutlined the objectives of the Union
committee. During an informal
tually made better to taste better ...
speech, Pres. Hauck discussed the
always round, firm,fully packed to draw
financial status, the student-faculty refreely and smcke evenly.
lationships, the tradition and future
of the University.
So, kr the enjoyment you get from
Members of Delta Delta Delta held
better taste, and only from better taste,
a sleigh ride and skating party MonBe Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
day evening. Bev Foulie was in
carton of better-tasting Lucl:',:s today.
charge of arrangements.
The newly elected officers of the ;
Mrs. Maine Club for the spring se-
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1-1ILLSON CLEANERS
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IT'S ALL A

35 Block Prints
Now On Exhibition
In Carnegie Hall
A new exhibition of thirty-five block
prints by Louise Kruger is posted in
the main gallery of Carnegie Hall
until Feb. 27.
Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen, with the
cooperation of Frederica Beer-Monti,
director of the Artist's Gallery in New
York, arranged this exhibition.
According to Prof. Hartgen, Miss
Kruger has "carved the block print
into a realm and a proportion rarely
equalled among modern graphic
artists." Although rapidly attaining
recognition as a printmaker, Miss
Kruger is equally famous as a sculptor. She has found woodcarving a
medium closely allied to her wood
block prints.
Some of her block prints are in
black and white and some arc in
color.

Where's your jingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky,P.0.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
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